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What do we know about adolescent learning and 
development?

Adolescents are:
• Preparing for adulthood
• Experiencing changing brains and bodies
• Seeking supportive adult and peer relationships
•Developing resilience and experiencing inequities



Five ‘Non-negotiables’ for Whole Child Design

What needs to 
happen to create 
optimal 
opportunities and 
equitable conditions 
in our programs?



What do the ‘non-negotiables’ mean for our programs?

Keeping design for children & youth in 
mind, what programmatic decisions 
align with the non-negotiables? 

How are these principles “aged up” in 
programs for older youth? 



A Formula for Settings that Serve Adolescents 



Zooming in on the Formula… 

The Dimensions of Thriving
• Well being:  How you and your community are doing-

Physically, economically, emotionally.
• Agency: Being equipped to meet lives demands and 

challenges and contribute to collective thriving by 
having the social and emotional competencies, 
intellectual skills and knowledge, believes and habits of 
mind,

• Grounding:  Knowing who you are – identity, purpose, 
membership, spiritual and cultural rootedness, civic 
participation.



Zooming in on the Formula… 

Supportive Conditions for Learning and Development
• Safety
• Connectedness
• Support
• Challenge
• Peer and adult social and emotional competence
• Cultural competence and responsiveness
• Narrative change
• Power sharing



Zooming in on the Formula… 

Opportunities for Transformative Learning & 
Development
• Meaningful work
• Inquiry 
• Collaborative learning and development opportunities
• Feedback
• Opportunities to develop metacognitive skills
• Opportunities to develop and use social, emotional, and 

cognitive skills
• Opportunities for critical analysis 
• Challenging biases and segregated thinking



POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS

Design Principles Transformative Practices

• Form developmental 
relationships between 
adults and young people

• Foster meaningful 
relationships among 
young people

• Cultivate relationships 
with family members 

• Facilitate intergenerational 
practices 

• Intentional shared experiences  

• Meaningful relationships across 
shared identity & difference 

• Engage natural teachers from 
communities that hold 
significance for young people

● How Important? 
● How Well Implemented? 



SPACES FILLED WITH SAFETY & BELONGING

Design Principles Transformative Practices

• Cultivate safety and 
consistency 

• Build community 

• Be culturally responsive & 
inclusive 

• Healing-centered practices

• Ceremonial practices 

• Celebrate milestones

• Integrate & affirm of  all aspects       
of  identity

• Identify, counter & correct 
exclusionary practices

• Build “family” environment

● How Important? 
● How Well Implemented? 



RICH LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Design Principles Transformative Practices

• Use scaffolding and 
differentiation techniques 
to fit needs & interests

• Facilitate inquiry-based 
approaches to learning 

• Adopt a culturally 
responsive approach 

• Centering cultural knowledge 

• Opportunities for civic, social justice 
& critical consciousness work 

• Competency-focused skill building 

• Challenge

• Opportunities for co-creation 

● How Important? 
● How Well Implemented? 



SKILLS, MINDSETS, HABITS

Design Principles Transformative Practices

• Integrate social & 
emotional learning 

• Develop productive 
mindsets & habits

• Incorporate healing-
centered practices

• Restorative practice

• Opportunities to reimagine identities  

• Language to name positive & 
negative elements in broader 
ecosystem 

• Support for navigating other settings

• Adults that model healthy & 
productive habits 

● How Important? 
● How Well Implemented? 



INTEGRATED SUPPORTS

Design Principles Transformative Practices

• Connect youth to 
supplemental learning 
opportunities 

• Promote access to other 
supports & opportunities 
that foster health and 
well-being 

• Provide the materials and means to fully 
participate 

• Attend to fundamental physical & 
psychological needs  

• Stability through routines and/or 
provision of  resources  

• Organizational “hand-offs” as young 
people seek or connect to other 
supports

• Availability of  “credible messenger” 
adults

● How Important? 
● How Well Implemented? 



What might it take to ensure that each and every young person 
is in “environments filled with safety and belonging”?

Disruptions from COVID-19 and the most recent calls for equity create 
opportunities for simultaneous rebuilding, reimagining the learning & 
development ecosystem.

• Efficiency
• Effectiveness
• Equity
• Engagement



Essential Practices:  Non-Negotiables Anchored 
Assessment

• How important? 

• How well implemented? 


